numerals

text set with lining numerals

text set with non-lining numerals

What is the cost of War and Peace? The cover price
of the Modern Library Classics paperback edition is
$15.00, discounted 32% by Amazon to $10.50. But
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what about the human cost in terms of hours squandered reading a super-sized work of literary ﬁction? If
you can read 400 words per minute, double the average, it will take you 1,476 minutes (24.6 hours) to
read War and Peace. Devoting just four hours per day
to the task, you could ﬁnish the work in a little over
six days. If you earn $7.25 per hour (minimum wage
in the U.S.), the cost of reading War and Peace will be
$184.50 (€130.4716, £11.9391, or ¥17676.299).
adobe garamond pro includes both lining and non-lining
numerals, allowing designers to choose a style in response to
the circumstances of the project. The lining numerals appear
large, because they have the height of capital letters.
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Non-lining numerals integrate visually with the text. Different math
and currency symbols are designed to match the different numeral
styles. Smaller currency symbols look better with non-lining
numerals.

